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Lr the present note, we combine the use ol the calculus of
variations in population dyramics by Volterra (1928) with the measures

of entropy introduced by Shannon (1948) and Kapur (tr972, l983a,b)
in order to deduce the exponential and logistic laws of population growth
of Malthus (1,798), Verhulst (1845) and Pearl and Reed (1920) from the

maximum-entropy principle enunciated by Jaynes (1957).

1. The Maximum-Entropy Principle

According to the maximum entropy principle, the population N(t)
should change with time as little ,as possible, subject to any constraints
that may be imposed on it by the available information, unless the
available information is sufficient to deterroine N(t) completely.

Ttrus if the only available information is that the time-average of
the population is N, then we maximize

subject to

b

- I I(/) rn N(t) dt
t0

bb
I1(r) dtl I dt:N,
a{L

to get

N(r):lL
so that in this case, the population remains constant.

2. Malthus Law of Population Grotytlt

Now let the constraint be

bt
I dt ! N(l) dl:constant
{to

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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then the Lagrangian is
btL=- j lN(t)tn N(,)+ p I N(t) dtldt
'oo 

o

-- i l* ," ff+ a @@-u(Q)fdt,

where ckldt-N(t).
Using Eiiler-Lagrange equation, we get

u:fi(r+r, #)
Integrating and using (6), we get

I{(r):N(o) exP (1tt), (8)

which is the law of population growth given by Malthus (1798).

3. Logistic Law of Population Grotvth

Here we use Kapur's measure of entropy viz.
t, 1S: - J [N(,) 1,? N(r)- ' (c- ul{(t) ) rn(c-vN(t))] dt, (9)

for which ttre iasic motivation was provided by the need to derive Bose-

Einstein and Femi-Dirac distributions of statistical mechanics from the

maximum-entropy principle I Kapur ( 1972, 1983a, b) ]'
This can be used when there is reason to believe that the popula-

tion size is bounded. Maximizing S subject to constraint (4), we get

p-*[" j-,$"1:o

#:+N(r) (c-uN(r) )

which is the logistic law of growth'

4. Other Possible Laws of Population Growth

If we use the 2-enttoPY given bY

s:- i tp(N(t))dt,

where g( . ) is a convex twice-differentiable function and

traint (4)' we get 
q,(N(t))-p,(N(o) ):pt.

If p(x) -x ln x, we get Malthus law of population growth, i'e', (3)'
IIf p(x):x 1n x- ' (c-ux1ln(c-ux), we get logistic law of agrowth,

i.e., (10).

If p(x):,2, we get the linear law of growth

N(t):N(o)+t pt. (13)

or

(s)

(6)

(7)

(11)

use the cons-

(10)

(12)

..-.ill
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If p(x):llx, we get the squared-harmonic larv of growth

(N(r; 1-z-(N(o) )-2: -trt. (14)

If 9(x):7cd (o>1), we get the law of growth

I

N(t)-[(N(o))o-'+fi,14 (1s)

corresponding to the measures of entropy given by Renyi (1961) and

Havarda and Charvat (1967).
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